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Abstract- Numerous th eor et ical problems have been simpli fied and. in many cases. unified via
the theory of matrix gen erali zed inversio n, but not with standing sto rage difficulties. occ asionally.
at the time of computer utili zati on . Th e sizes of matrices encountered may. in some ca ses. be too
large for sta ndard manipulat ion s using ex isting ro utines. The purpose of this paper is to present
so me computa t iona l as pec ts of matrix genera lized inversion for co mputer manipulati on s which
pro vide part ial relief to such prob lems, a long with a d iscu ssion of so me a pplica t ions. particul arl y
in the ar ea of sta tis tica l a na lyses. Partial relief may he had , for example. through the ut iliza tion
of the matrix kronecke r pr oduct a nd its associated proper ties. specia l sto rage processes such as
those ava ila ble in man ipul ati ons wit h spa rse matrices, a nd schemes for co mputing the matrix
genera lized inve rse of partit ion ed mat rices. In part icu la r. a procedure for recursive par t ition ing
is develop ed which perm its the Moore Penr ose inversion o f matr ices of a ny (finite) or der.
I NTROD U CTI O N
Since th e redi sco very of th e Moore -Penrose generalized inverse (frequently referred to as
the pseudo-in verse) by Penrose[l ] (Moore [2] was th e first to do so). and that of Rao [3]
a short while lat er, th e matrix generalized inverse has pr ovided mathemat icall y elega nt
so lutions to numerous pr oblems. Unfortunately, the elegance is occa sio nally overshadowed
by the numerical and/or sto rage difficulties on e enco unte rs at the time o f co mputer im-
plementation. The mere sizes of the matrices en countered. at times. may pr ove to be too
large for standard manipulat ions utilizing existing rout ine s. For example. co ns ide r the
system of equations Ax = b: it is well-known[l] that Ax = b is mathematically con sistent
if and only if AA + b = b ("A +" denotes the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of the
matrix A, which is defined in th e next section), and if it is consistent, every candidate so lu-
tion is expressible as x = A + b + (l - A + A )z, where l is a n a rbitra ry (but conformabl e)
vector. This is a rather co mpact a nd unified wa y of presenting th e so lut ions (if a ny) to
Ax = h. but if there are man y unknowns and equations, A may be so large that co mp uta-
tional manipulation s may present sto rage difficulties. One a rea where thi s type of probl em
a ppea rs is in the sta tis tica l an al yses called for in linear sta tis tica l model the ory.
In th is pape r. so me co mputa tiona l aspe cts of matrix pscudoin version for co mpute r
man ipul ation are presented whic h pro vide partial rel ief to suc h problems. A pr ocedu re fo r
recursive partitioning is presented which permits M oore Penrose inversion of matrices of
a ny (fin ite) order. To do ju stice to the many papers, ideas. a nd techniques th a t ha ve co n-
t ributed to the yo ung, but a lrea dy extremely lar ge. field of gene ra lized inverses a nd th eir
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applications, cannot be hoped for in this short manuscript; however, to gain insight into
the impact of generalized inverses and their applications, we refer the reader to the extensive
bibliographies included in the books by Boullion and Odell[4], Rao and Mitra[5J and
Lewis, Boullion and Odell[6].
PRELIMINARIES
The "general reciprocal" matrix defined by Moore[2J received little attention until the
concept was independently rediscovered by Penrose[l]. Later Rao[3J showed that a
general inverse with a much weaker definition than that of Moore and Penrose is sufficient
in dealing with problems of linear equations. The defining properties of the generalized
inverse are given as follows: given any I1l x 11 matrix A, if we denote the Rao generalized
inverse by A~, then the defining equation for A~ is AA~A = A while for the Moore Penrose
generalized inverse, denoted by A + (which exists and is unique for each A), the following
must hold: (1)AA +A = A; (2) A +AA + = A +; (3)(AA +f' = AA +; and (4)(A +Af = A + A.
A categorization of some standard computational schemes are included in Hallum [7J
including those of Penrose (methods I and II), Greville[8J, Rust, Burrus and Schneeberger
[9J, Ben-Israel methodj IO], Pyle methodj l l], rank factorization methods[12J, diagonal
factorization[13J, and Hestenes method[14]. A ranking of the more numerically oriented
schemes of those indicated above has been provided by Dekerlegandj lS]: the criterion
utilized was primarily how well these techniques lend themselves to a computer-pro-
gramable solution which is dependent upon; (I) efficiency considerations (e.g. accuracy),
(2) storage considerations, and (3) execution time. The conclusions arrived at by Deker-
legand were essentially that, although the Rust et al.[9J scheme is close in comparison, the
method of Greville takes precedence as a computational method especially suited for the
computer. In particular, Grevilles method (I) does not require the inverse of any matrix,
(2) it does not require the factorization of any matrix, (3) it does not require considerable
matrix manipulations which involve matrix multiplication; in fact, only basic operations,
all of which are taught in the Freshman introductory math course, are required, which
makes Greville's method especially attractive in regard to teachability. Further comments
in this regard are included in Hallum [7].
In summary, given a situation requiring the calculation of the pseudoinverse of a matrix,
such as in the solution of a system of equations, a suggested computational method is that
of Greville's. The next question to be discussed is that of the handling and manipulation of
the large matrices.
GENERALIZED INVERSION OF II/ x 11 MATRICES BY RECURSIVE
PARTITIONING
Matrices ojjilll row or column rank
Glasser and Saliba[16J discuss the procedure of recursive partitioning in solving the
system of equations Ax = h for the unknown vector x when A is I1l X I1l and nonsingular
and where the computations involving A and h exceed the memory capacity of present
day computers, thus preventing the calculation of the solution A' I h by an in-core algorithm.
In particular, they show how x may be obtained by recursively partitioning the system,
thereby reducing the number of elements involved in a single matrix operation to manage-
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able proportions. In this section, we discuss the extension of recursive partitioning to
obtain A;' in a computationally manageable manner when the standard computations
involving A exceed the memory capacity and A is any m x n matrix.
In the Introduction, we noted that every candidate solution to Ax = b is given by
x = A +b + (I - A + A):; suppose it is known that the I1J x n matrix A has rank equal to
min [111, 11:. i.e. A is either full row rank or full column rank, then the recursive partitioning
procedure of Glasser and Saliba may be applied directly to obtain A ". In particular, if A
is full row rank then A + is given by A + = AT(AA T) - t ; if A is full column rank then
A + = (AfA)- I AI. Note that even though A may be unmanageably large, it may very well
be that ATA (or AA f) is manageably small so that an in-core algorithm can handle the
inverse computation. However, in case ATA (or AA T, if A is full row rank) is so large that
the memory capacity is exceeded, then the recursive partitioning procedure of Glasser and
Saliba may be applied directly to obtain (ATAf 1 [or (AA1')-I]. This result may then be
multiplied by Ar on the right (or AT on the left if A is full row rank) to obtain A +. It should
also be noted that AfA and AAI' are symmetric, in which case, only the upper (or lower)
triangular part of AlA or AA T needs to be carried in storage.
Matrices 0/ arbitrary rank
Suppose A is an I1J x n matrix of arbitrary rank while the largest computationally
manageable matrix, in terms of the pseudo-inverse routine used (e.g. Greville's method),
with m rows is m x p (p < n). A recursive algorithm (preferably stored in-core) is required.
Other situations may require such an algorithm to allow calculation of the pseudoinverse
as a subroutine to larger programs. The following algorithm presents a recursive procedure
for calculating A +.
The solution algorithm. Partition A into k = [nip] blocks ([] is the greatest integer
function). Each block (except the last) will be m x p, hence
A = [A1,Az, ... ,Ad
where Ai is I1J X P for 0 < i <, k, and Ak is m x [n - p(k - 1)]. Now structure a subroutine
that includes a routine for calculating the pseudoinverse of a matrix (e.g. Greville's method)
and Glasser and Saliba's recursive method for calculating the inverse of a matrix (non-
singular). By repeated application of Cline's result for the pseudoinverse of a partitioned
matrix] l"] we arrived at the following recursive algorithm for obtaining A +:
Let To = Al and So = I and perform steps (1), (2) and (3) for i = 1,... , (k - 1).
111 X P mxm
(I) Calculate T;+. 1
(2) S, = (l - T j - 1 Tt- tlSj-t
rnxm
[
p, if i < k - 1(3) T; = SjAi+l,rj = ..
III X 1'; n-p(k-l),lfl=k-l.
The sets of matrices, [Aj : , : Sj: and: Tt} must be stored, while T j may be destroyed after
S, + 1 is calculated. Let Ck - z = 7k _1 ' A~ = [A j + t , ..• , Ak ], compute C:_ z and then perform
steps (4)-(R) for i = (k - 2). (k - 3), ... ,1, O.
(4) Bj = SjA~+I,kj = n - (i + l)p
m x k ,
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(6) K, = / + HiHi' Use Glasser and Saliba's recursive procedure to calculate K i- I (if
k j x kj
necessary).
(7) J, = ct + (1- CtCJKiIB;1'tT1'tU - BiCn
k i x m
[
1'+(/ - BI)](8) Ci~1 = I I I
k i - 1 x m J j .
The recursive part of this algorithm is concluded with the calculation of C; and the final
iteration, the calculation of C~ l' completes the algorithm since A + = C~ I .
In evaluation, the Glasser and Saliba algorithm recursively partitions a submatrix of A
which appears late in the development of A-I and which makes the problem appear to be
successively solving for subvector blocks of x in Ax = b. In contrast, the above recursive
procedure solves for a matrix that appears early in the development of A + and iteratively
partitions C by defining Cl' C2' ... ,CIl until C: can be manageably calculated, then
C:_ 1" .. , C2+, ct, and finally C+. Once C+ is calculated, the Cline algorithm is completed
without further iteration.
Remark. Note that K, grows in size from (i = k - 2) n - (k - l)p square to (i = 0) n - p
square. A direct inverse routine such as Gaussian elimination can be used when K, is suffi-
ciently small, and a recursive routine such as that of Glasser and Saliba can be used when
K, is unmanageably large.
Recursive schemes for the Rao[13J generalized inverse of matrices partitioned as
A = [All A 1 2]
A 2 1 A 2 2
can perhaps be developed in a manner similar to the above from the results of Rohde[18J
or Meyer[19].
FURTHER ASPECTS OF MEMORY CONSERVATION
In this section, a few applications which utilize pseudoinverses will be mentioned and
which, in some cases, give rise to various other outlets for methods and means of memory
conservation in regard to pseudoinverse computations. Although particular emphasis
will be directed toward the computational aspects of pseudoinversion performed in linear
statistical model theory, the memory conserving aspects discussed have wide applicability
to other areas as well. These include such areas as network analysis, linear and quadratic
programming, filtering, least squares, combinatorics, and many others.
Applications to analyses performed in linear statistical models
The authors especially agree with the comments of Albert[20J and Beaton[21J in that
one should be willing to waste a few million microseconds and tolerate the occasional
storage difficulties encountered in support of the simplicity and generality of the general
linear model and the associated analyses which have been developed therein via pseudo-
inverses (see Refs. [5, 19, 22J). In particular, as a teaching mechanism (see Hallum[7J and
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the preface of Albert[20J, the simplicity of the requisite pseudoinverse theory provides for
a clear, unified, and precise way of viewing statistical analyses which the student seemingly
appreciates (this comment comes as a result of the authors' observations of recently taught
courses from the introductory level up).
To gain some insight into a practical application, consider the standard general linear
statistical model Y = Xy + E where Y is an m x 1 vector of observable random variables
(i.e. m is the sample size and is frequently quite large), X is the m x n known design matrix,
y is an /1 x 1vector of unknown parameters to be estimated, and E is an m x 1 unobservable,
error vector. The combined number of m observations and n parameters occasionally leads
to an In x /1 design matrix X of unmanageable proportions computationally as far as the
necessary pseudoinversions which are called for (see Refs. [5, 20, 22J) in this theory. Con-
sequently, in this situation, recursive partitioning is needed to obtain the necessary pseudo-
mversions.
For further consideration, suppose we, at first, partition the design matrix X into
X = [A, BJ and y into y = [tT, pTf where A is an m x k matrix of fixed elements, B is an
m x (n - k) matrix of covariables. The components of the k x I vector t are the effects in
the analysis of variance part of the model; they may be main effects, interactions, block
effects, or other effects. The components of the (/1 - k) x 1 vector p are regression co-
efficients on /1 - k covariables Xl"'" X n - b respectively, in the analysis of covariance
problem. It has been shown[22J that the statistically optimal estimates of t and pin yare
given by
where R is a known matrix and t a known vector which arise from some inherent (or
assumed) constraint on r of the form Rx = t ; moreover, W = A(I - R +R), Z = C+ +
(I - C+C)KBTW+TW+(l - BC+) with C = (I - WW+)B and
This amounts to one single iteration of recursive partitioning (or rather, one application
of Cline's result for the pseudoinverse of a partitioned matrix). If A and B are, both, com-
putationally manageable, one need not recursively partition further. However, potential
exists for further memory conservation by resorting to some recent results in sparse
matrix theory such as that discussed in Reid[23J, Rose and Willoughby [24J and Tewarson
[25]. In particular, by partitioning X as indicated above, the matrix A is known to consist
of ones and zeros (predominantly zeros) and, consequently, sparse techniques may be
applied (e.g. the process of linked storage discussed in Tewarson[25J may be applied to
possibly cut down on needed storage).
Kronecker products (see Graybill[26J) and their associated properties provide further
potential for memory conservation. In particular, in the standard balanced designs, the
design matrix may be written as the kronecker product of smaller matrices (see Hallum
et af. [22J), in which case one can take advantage of the property that the pseudoinverse of
the kronecker product is the kronecker product of the pseudoinverses. This merely permits
the overall pseudoinverse of X to be obtained by taking pseudoinverses of much smaller
matrices and then applying the kronecker product operator to get back up to X+.
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SUMMARY
Procedures which provide partial relief to the problem of unmanageable manipulations
on the computer were discussed. In particular, the procedure of recursive partitioning was
extended to permit one to obtain the pseudoinverse of any In x n matrix with in-core
algorithms. Indications were also given in regard to the applicability of kronecker products
and sparse matrix theory for providing additional outlets for memory conservation.
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